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Abstract-We develop a framework employing scaling functions for the construction of multistep 
quasi-Newton methods for unconstrained optimization. These methods utilize values of the objective 
function. They are constructed via interpolants of the m+l most recent iterates/gradient evaluations, 
and possess a free parameter which introduces an additional degree of flexibility. This permits the 
interpolating functions to assimilate information, in the form of function-values, which is readily 
available at each iteration. Motivated by previous experience [l] with the use of function-values in 
multistep methods, we investigate the incorporation of this information in the construction of the 
Hessian approximation at each iteration, in an attempt to accelerate convergence. We concentrate 
on a specific example from the general family of methods, corresponding to a particular choice of 
the scaling function, and from it derive three new algorithms. The relative numerical performance of 
these methods is assessed, and the most successful of them is then compared with the standard BFGS 
method and with an earlier algorithm utilizing function-values, also developed by the authors [l]. 
@ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The multistep methods derived previously by the authors [2,3] are based on the so-called “Newton 
Equation” [4], which may be regarded as a generalization of the “Secant Equation” [5], the relation 
which is usually employed in the construction of quasi-Newton methods for optimization. 
Let f(x) be the objective function, where x E Rn, and let g and G denote the gradient and 
Hessian of f, respectively. Let X = {x(r)} denote a differentiable path in Rn, where 7 E R. 
Then, if we apply the Chain Rule to g(x(r)) in order to determine its derivative with respect 
to r, we obtain 
G (x(r) lx+-) = g’ (4~)) . (1) 
In particular, if we arrange for the path X to pass through the most recent iterate xi+i, so that 
x(7,) = xi+i, say, then equation (1) provides a condition (termed the “Newton Equation” in [4]) 
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which the Hessian G(xi+r) must satisfy: 
G (xi+d x’ (7,) = g’ (x (em)) . (2) 
Therefore, if Bi+i denotes an approximation to G(xi+i), if 
ri dsf x’ (rm) , (3) 
and wi denotes an approximation to g’(x(‘T;n)), it is reasonable, by equation (2), to require 
that Bi+l should satisfy the relation 
Bi+lri = wie (4 
(The derivation, in particular, of the secant equation from the Newton equation is described 
in [2].) In [2,3], t i was proposed that X should be the vector polynomial which interpolates 
the m + 1 most recent iterates {Xi-m+k+l}r!-o and that wi should be obtained by’constructing 
and differentiating the corresponding vector polynomial (E(T), say) which interpolates the known 
gradient values {g(xi-,+k+r)}r=,o. Thus, the following explicit expressions for ri and wi may 
be derived: 
(5) 
(6) 
In the equations above, 
def 
Si = Xi+1 - Xi, (7) 
Yi ” !Z CXi+l) - g (Xi) 7 (8) 
and _Cj(r) is the jth Lagrangian po y 1 nomial of degree m corresponding to the set of values 
{rk}r=s, so that fZj(~j) = 1 and Cj(ri) = 0 for i # j. The scalars {rk}& are the values of r 
associated with the iterates {xi_m+k+i}r=s on the path X = {x(r)}, 
x (PC) = Xi-m+lc+1, for k = 0, 1, . . . , m. (9) 
In this paper, we will investigate a class of parameterized models which employ a nonlinear 
scaling factor for the path X. The free parameter in such models can be viewed as providing 
a means by which more information can be utilized in updating the Hessian approximation (or 
its inverse), as in the methods of Ford and Ghandhari [6-81. We describe, in the next section, 
the particular technique that will be used in determining the free parameter. This technique 
essentially involves making use of the function-values at our disposal from the m + 1 most recent 
iterates. 
2. THE NONLINEAR MODEL 
Preliminary experiments on algorithms derived in [2,3] indicated that, of the methods consid- 
ered, those for which m = 2 were generally superior to those corresponding to larger values of m. 
We therefore confine our attention to the case m = 2 in what follows. We use values of T which 
are based on the algorithm A2 described in [3]. In particular, this means that the origin for 
values of T is taken to be ~1, 
71 = 0, (10) 
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while the remaining values of T are given by 
To = - [SIr_,Bisi-1]1’2, 
72 = [q?&] 1’2. 
We will consider paths X = {X(T)} in the space R” which, like A2, interpolate the iterates 
xi_l, xi, and xi+l, respectively, but which have the following form which is more general than 
the straightforward quadratic expression employed in [2,3]: 
x(7,0) = [a0 + a1r + a2r2] T(T, e), (11) 
where {aj}3=o are constant vectors and ‘Y’(T,B) is some scaling function, to be chosen later. A 
corresponding model, using the same scaling function and the same value of 8, will be employed 
for the gradient approximation Z(T, 0). 0 ur motivation for selecting a model of the form (11) is 
that it enables us to continue with the choice m = 2 and the basic structure of the successful 
method A2, while offering the flexibility and additional options provided by the introduction of 
the scaling function and, particularly, the extra parameter 8. 
If we define the vector Z(T, 0) by 
Z(T, 6) E X(T, o)r-‘(7, o), (12) 
then, evidently, Z(T, 0) is quadratic in T, and hence may be written in its “Lagrangian” form 
Z(T, 0) f Lo(T)Zi-1 + &(T)Zi + c2(T)Zi+1, (13) 
where Zi_1, zi, and Zi+1 are the values of z corresponding to the abscissae TO, ~1, and 72, 
respectively. Therefore, from (12), we may write X(T, 0) in the form 
x(7,0) = T(T, 0) [-co(T)%-1 + cl(T)% + L2(7)Zi+l], (14 
from which it follows, differentiating with respect to T, that 
x’h e> = % e) [Lb(T)%-1 + &(T)Zi + &(T)Zi+l] + ??(T, e)Z(T, e). (15) 
Finally, therefore, we can express x’(T, 6) in the form 
x’(T,~) = T(T, 6) [.C~(T)AZ~ - L~(T)Az~_,] + T’(T, e)Z(T, O), (16) 
where Azi dsf zi+l - zi and where we have used the identity 
The issue now is that of choosing a strategy to determine a numerical value for 8, given a 
particular choice for 7Y. The methods of Ford and Ghandhari [6-81 provide an illustration that 
efficient utilization of function-values in updating the Hessian approximation can be profitable. 
This motivates us to consider, in the new context of multistep methods, exploiting the function- 
values available from the last three iterates in order to determine a value for 0. Although a 
number of approaches to attacking this problem might be considered, we will discuss only one of 
them here. The fundamental idea is to employ the three available function-values fi-1, fi, and 
fi+1 (where fj = f(Xj)) to estimate the derivative with respect to T of f(x(~,fl)) at the three 
abscissae {T~c}~=~. We therefore approximate f(x(~, 0)) with the interpolating quadratic c$(T), 
4(Tj)=f(X(Tj,e>)=fi-l+j, for j = 0, 1,2. (17) 
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Then; on defining the additional constants 
P = n - TO, 
6 = (72 - 71) = -72 
(71 - 70) TO' 
we may derive the following expressions for the required derivatives of 4: 
4 (To) = 
[-wi+1 + (s-1 + 2 + 6) fi - (2 + S).Ll] 
7 
[cfi+1 + (6 - S-l) ;i - S&l] 
08) 
4’(O) = , 
[(2+6-1)~~+~iL(61+2+6)~~+6fi_1] 
(1% 
4'(72) = 
I-L 
(20) 
On the other hand, the derivative with respect to T of f(x(r, 0)) may be obtained analytically 
from the Chain Rule: 
Therefore, using the derivative estimates obtained above, we derive the following conditions 
(where gj = g(xj)): 
x’(TO,qTgi-l = 4’(TO), 
x’(o, qTgi = 4’(O), 
x'(T2,qTgi+l = e-2), 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
and observe that any one these relations may, in principle, be used to determine 0. From a 
theoretical point of view (as opposed to an experimental one), there does not appear to be any 
compelling reason to prefer any one of the above relations over the others, unless we wish to argue 
that, since ~1 = 0 is known to be an interior point of the interval [TO, 721, the approximation 4'(O) 
may be more accurate than the other two approximations #‘(TO) and $'(72). 
3. AN EXPONENTIAL MODEL 
We now make the particular choice 
(24) 
for the scaling function T. Our main reason for choosing this particular scaling function among 
the many from which we could have selected is that we would clearly wish, in the light of 
equation (ll), to avoid functions with finite real zeroes. From (12), we may deduce the relevant 
values of z: 
zi-1 = e-‘70xi-r, zi = xi, zi+r = e-Orzxi+r, 
which may be substituted into equation (16) to provide the required expressions for the derivatives 
of x: 
x’(T07 6) = h-1 f &(To) [e-@Xi+1 - eeToXi] - &,(To) [d%Ci - xi_l] , (25) 
x’(O,e) = exi + C;(O) [e-eT2xi+l - xi] - ,c;(o) [xi - e-orox,_l] , (26) 
x1(72, 0) = oXi+1 f ck(T2) [Xi+l - ee7’Xi] - &(T2) [eeT2Xi - eBpX,_l] . (27) 
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Hence, defining 
Pij = X’fCj7 
we can calculate (from (25)-(27)) th e expressions that are required to determine 19: 
(28) 
X1(70, e)T&-l = BPi-l,i-1 + CL(Q) [e-eppi+l,i_l - ee70pi,i_l] 
- G(TO) [eeToPi,i-l - Pi-l,i-I] , 
x’(o~ e)Tgi = OPii + L;(O) [e-eT2&+l,i - pii] - CL(O) [pii - e-e70&_,,i] , 
X1(727 8)T&+I = ePi+l,i+l + Ch(72) [Pi+~,i+l - eenPi,i+l] 
- G(72) [eeT2Pi,i+l - ee’Pi-l,i+l] . 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
We now define three algorithms (to be denoted by El, E2, and E3, respectively), corresponding 
to the three equations (29)-(31) defining 8. For example, in algorithm E2, 8 is defined, on each 
iteration, to be the solution of the equation (compare (19), (22), and (30)) 
e&i + &(O) [e-e72Pi+l,i - Pii] - L;(O) [Pii - emeTOLLl,i] 
= /A-l [6_lfi+i + (6 - 6-l) f. - Sfi-i] . 
(32) 
In each of the three methods, once the value of 0 has been determined, the Hessian approxi- 
mation &+I is updated to satisfy the relation (compare (4)) 
&+lx’(T2,@) = z’(T2, 6% (33) 
where x1(72,0) is obtained from equation (27) and ~‘(Tz, 0) is the corresponding expression with 
each iterate xj replaced by the related gradient gj. It is worth mentioning here that a lesst- 
squares solution to equations (29)-(31) h as b een considered, but has not proved, in numerical 
terms, to be significantly better than using any one of the three equations individually. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
The algorithms El, E2, and E3 developed in Section 3 were first compared with each other. 
Eleven test functions, taken from the literature, were used, each with either one or two starting- 
points, giving a total of 20 problems. Where two starting-points were used for a particular 
function, they are indicated by the annotations (a) and (b). (Full details of the test functions 
and starting points may be found in [l].) Many of the functions employed in the tests may be 
used with varying dimensions-in such cases, we have carried out the tests on a range of suitable 
dimensions and summed the results, since lack of space precludes a tabulation of the individual 
figures for each dimension. 
In all the methods considered here, the new point xi+1 was computed from xi via a line-search 
algorithm which accepted the predicted point if the two standard stability conditions [9] given be- 
low were satisfied and which, otherwise, used step-doubling and safeguarded cubic interpolation, 
as appropriate. To be acceptable, xi+1 was required to satisfy the following conditions: 
f (Xi+l) I .f (Xi) + 10m4STg (Xi), 
$!Z (Xi+l) > 0.9 {STg (Xi)}. 
In the actual implementations, the matrices Hi dsf Bil (instead of &) were stored and updated 
(using the appropriate form of the BFGS [l&13] f ormula for inverse Hessian approximations), in 
order to reduce the computational expense of calculating the search-direction on each iteration. 
Where the dimension of the problem was ten or higher, the initial inverse Hessian approximation 
Ho = I was scaled by the method of Shanno and Phua [14] before the first update was performed. 
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The solution of the nonlinear equation which arises on each iteration of these new methods (see, 
for example, equation (32)) was carried out by means of Brent’s algorithm [15]. 
It is easy to show (by analogy with standard theory for the BFGS method) that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for preserving positive-definiteness in the successive matrices {Hi} is that 
r,‘wi > 0. In practice, we have imposed the following requirement in the implementations: 
in order to ensure that rTWi is “sufficiently” positive and thus avoid possible numerical instability 
in computing Hi+1 . If this condition was not satisfied, the algorithm reverted to the choice 19 = 0. 
If the condition is again not satisfied (for the new values of ri and Wi), it finally reverted to using si 
and yi, for which positive-definiteness is guaranteed, by virtue of the line-search conditions. 
The results of this first set of experiments are presented in Table 1. For each problem, the 
number of function/gradient evaluations required to solve the problem is given, followed (in 
parentheses) by the number of iterations. The best performance for each problem (assessed by the 
number of function/gradient evaluations, with ties resolved on the basis of iterations) is indicated 
by the symbol i. Totals (including “Scores”, indicating the number of best performances) are 
given at the foot of the table. 
These results indicate that E2 gives, overall, the best numerical performance of the three new 
methods, although it may be noted that, on occasion, each of the three new methods outperforms 
Table 1. Comparison of El, E2, and E3. 
Problem El E2 E3 
l(a) 463(446) 443(429)t 443(429)‘r 
l(b) 1992( 1127) 1411(983) 1392(995)t 
2(a) 392(373)f 475(444) 500( 469) 
2(b) 444(422)$ 672(634) 596( 567) 
3(a) 345( 134) 201(124) 188( 123)t 
3(b) 320( 105) 124(89)t 150(92) 
4(a) 773(344) 765(342) 765(341)t 
0) 505(384)t 577(450) 632(485) 
Totals 23064( 14287) 22003(14108) 24417( 14461) 
Scores 9 7 
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the other two. (El and E3 require, respectively, 104.8% and 111.0% of the total function/gradient 
evaluations used by E2.) We note, in passing, that the corresponding total figures for the “un- 
derlying” method A2 are 25899 function/gradient evaluations and 16604 iterations, showing that 
the introduction of the scaling function and the parameter 0 has clearly proved to be beneficial. 
We further observe, by comparing Tables 1 and 2, that all three of the new methods perform 
significantly better than the standard, single-step, BFGS method. 
We then compared E2 with the BFGS method and the two-step algorithm AlF introduced 
in [l], which also uses function-values to modify a two-step method. This is accomplished by 
making x(r) a rational (vector) function and then determining the free parameter in the rational 
form by the reduction in function-value. The results of this second comparison are given in 
Table 2. In this case, the table includes an extra row giving the ratios of evaluations and iterations 
for each method, as a percentage of the corresponding figures for the BFGS method. 
Table 2. Comparison of E2 with BFGS and AlF. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A new family of models using a scaling function for the interpolating curve used in constructing 
multistep quasi-Newton methods has been introduced. The methods have a free parameter, and 
it has been shown how this parameter may be determined by using values of the objective function 
to produce numerical estimates of the derivative of the function at the latest three iterates. From 
a particular choice of the scaling function, three new algorithms based on this general approach 
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have been derived. All three algorithms show a significant improvement, in numerical terms, 
over the standard, single-step, BFGS method and over the underlying two-step algorithm A2. 
Furthermore, the best of the three new methods (E2) also yielded gains when compared with 
an earlier successful multistep method based on function-values (AlF). An alternative strategy, 
which may be considered at a later date, is to construct a hybrid version of the three algorithms 
which, at each iteration, chooses between the three techniques for determining 8 (and, possibly, 
considers the “least-squares” solution, in addition). 
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